Introduction
When we think of documents we usually think of books. Authoring a book requires writing a linear storyline which describes events which happen in time. Creating a multimedia presentation is considerably more complex. Unlike a book, which we may call uni-media and linear, multimedia presentation may have media which must occur simultaneously or in some related way; all these relations must be specified by the author. Thus there is a need for document models and methods of representing temporal relations in multimedia documents.
One of the main issues in temporal models of scenarios is the flexibility the model has to express different temporal relationships. In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the temporal behavior of scenarios; other attributes of the document including its layout, quality, and playback speed are not the primary focus of our investigation. Of main issue to us was representing and modeling multimedia scenarios which "play themselves back" as well as letting the user interact with the running presentation, "driving" it in a custom direction. We provide a new representation for asynchronous and synchronous temporal events. Our emphasis is on allowing authors to create scenarios which offer non-halting, transparent options to viewers.
In this paper we will make use of definitions originating from [1] . They are summarized as follows:
• events, points at which the display of media objects (text, video, etc.) can be synchronized with other media objects. In our work, we focus on start and end events but we can generalize to internal events.
• synchronous events, those with predictable times of occurrence -e.g. their temporal placement is known in advance.
• asynchronous events, those with unpredictable times of occurrence and durations -e.g. their time of occurrence cannot be known in advance.
• temporal equality, a synchronization constraint requiring that two events either occur simultaneously or that one precedes the other by a fixed amount of time.
• temporal inequality, a synchronization constraint requiring for example that for two events, A and B, they occur such that A precedes B by an unspecified duration, by at least some fixed time, or by at least some fixed time and at most another fixed time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we introduce our temporal model, in section 3 we compare and contrast our model to other related work and in section 4 we draw conclusions.
A Temporal Model for Active Multimedia
Perhaps the most prevalent model is the timeline [2] [3], a simple temporal model that aligns all events (start and end events of media objects) on a single axis which represents time. Since the events are all ordered in the way they should be presented, exactly one of the basic point relations, 'before (<)', 'after (>)', or 'simultaneous to (=)', holds between any pair of events on a single time line (Figure 1 ). The timeline model, though simple and graphical, lacks the flexibility to represent relations that are determined interactively, such as at run-time. For example, assume a graphic (say a mathematical graph) is to be rendered on the screen only until a user-action (say a mouse-selection) dictates that the next one should begin to be rendered. The start time of the graphic is known at the time of authoring. The end time of the graphic depends upon the user-action and cannot be known until presentation-time, hence the scenario cannot be represented on a traditional timeline which requires a total specification of all temporal relations between media objects. Consequently, there is a need for a model which accommodates partial specifications or interactive multimedia scenarios. We should distinguish between hypermedia, passive multimedia, and active multimedia presentations. Hypermedia implies store-and-forward techniques where user actions, typically mouse-selections on hotspots, cause the system to retrieve a new "page" of data which could be an image, text, video etc. There are usually no temporal relationships between media. Passive multimedia implies a fully synchronized document that "plays itself back" in time, synchronizing all media objects together. Active multimedia implies that there are hypermedia-type choices presented to users during the playback of a multimedia document which allow the user's interaction to "drive" the playback.
In the remainder of this section we will enhance the traditional timeline model by including temporal inequalities between events. We strive to model active multimedia documents graphically.
Background Work in Active Multimedia
We found that modeling user actions as media objects was an early, effective way of representing active multimedia scenarios. Destination_scenario_pointer is a pointer to some other part of the scenario, or in fact a different scenario; for instance the author may specify that if the user clicks on a region of the screen at a certain time, the presentation "jumps" to a new chapter.
This media object "choice" may be placed directly on the traditional timeline. Let us work with a running example to clarify. Suppose there is a scenario wherein a video of American presidents is being rendered, along with an audio track. The video serves to introduce us to three American presidents, Clinton, Bush, and Reagan. Suppose again we have text boxes which are rendered displaying the name and the age of each president as they are introduced in the short video clip. The scenario on the traditional timeline looks like Figure 2 .
Now suppose the authors wish to create some additional timelines, one for each president. In this way a user might make some selection during the playback, the result of which would be "jump" to a more indepth presentation of the president currently being introduced -i.e. active multimedia. To do this each of the in-depth scenarios must be authored. Then we must add three choice objects to the original timeline whose data structures contain: user_action=left-mouse, region=the appropriate layout location on the screen, and destination_scenario_pointer=the appropriate scenario. The choice objects are added in The resulting scenario is indeed an interactive one. Note firstly that choice objects, like other media objects, have a duration. This means that the user has a "window of opportunity" to make the action that initiates the choice. If the associated action is not made during this time, the user loses the chance to make it. That is if the user does not make the mouse-selection while the text object Clinton_text is being rendered, he/she will continue to see the rendering of timeline1 and a new choice (the one associated with President Bush) will be offered to the user. If the appropriate choice is made, rendering continues from the destination timeline and the original scenario is terminated.
We also developed a way to represent the active multimedia scenario graphically so that authors can visualize their work. We discovered that a tree of timelines is effective. The interactive scenario described above may be represented in the timeline tree shown in Figure 5 .
start of presentation Figure 5 . A timeline tree representation of the interactive scenario in Figure 4 Our early work focused on representing choice objects and interactive documents graphically in order for authors to visualize their work. We modeled non-halting user interactions and choices. That is, interactions were modeled as having temporal longevity; as a result we could model choices which were transparent in that they did not force the presentation to halt and wait for input, rather they were integrated seamlessly into the presentation.
Active multimedia presents many of the same difficulties as hypermedia. In [4] the authors discuss the Amsterdam model which addresses issues relevant here such as "link context" (i.e. when a user choice is made, what happens to the media which were being rendered at the source? Do they stop or continue in the new context?). Another question which arises in active multimedia is, "how to represent events whose start or end times are not known at authoring-time?" These are issues that we confront in the next section.
The Enhanced Temporal Model
In our enhanced model, the traditional rectangle which represents a media on a timeline is split into three basic units as shown in Figure 6a . The edges of these units, which represent start or end events, are either straight or bent lines. Straight lines represent synchronous events and bent lines represent asynchronous events. The actual time of an asynchronous event can only become known at run-time, and will be shifted by _ seconds to the right on the time axis, where _ is a non-negative number representing the user response delay (Figure 6b ). Again though, at authoring-time the value of _ is unknown.
The author may specify a limit to the value of _ where if the user does not respond to some interactive prompt a default response may be assumed (that starts rendering the media object in the example shown in Figure 6b ). Therefore, defining the maximum value for _ is useful and necessary. The length of the unit from the left sharp point to the right straight line represents the maximum value of _ (see Figure 6b ). 
b-User response delay
Based on the three basic units shown in Figure 6a , many different shapes could be formed, but only six of them are applicable to interactive scenarios. These six shapes and their descriptions are shown in Figure 7 . The assumptions used in forming the shapes are:
1. An event that is temporally related to an asynchronous event is itself asynchronous. A simple example is that if the start time of a media that has a specific duration is unknown, then its end time is also unknown. 
Timeline Tree
Because of Assumption 1, we introduce a symbol that is associated with each asynchronous event to distinguish between temporal equalities and temporal inequalities with other asynchronous events. Events that have temporal equalities between one another, i.e., do not admit terms such as "at least" or "at most", carry the same symbol; otherwise the symbols are different. We use the symbol Choice i (abbreviated C i ) where i refers to timeline(i), i ³0. Timeline(i) is a timeline that "branches" from timeline(j) (j<i), because of the unknown user response time. _i will then refer to the user delay in responding to the first event with symbol C i . Associated with C i is a data-structure which determines the user-action which will initiate that object (for instance, pressing the key "k", or clicking the mouse in some rectangular region of the playback space as mentioned in section 2.1 for the choice objects). If we defined time i (j) to be the instant of time when j first appears with respect to timeline(i), then we have the following formulae: 
Figure 8. Illustrating multiple timelines depending on point of reference
To illustrate further, Figure 8 represents a scenario in which a media object is rendered immediately after a user action (say a mouse-selection) and the object ceases to be rendered after a second user action. Furthermore, the second user action will only be effictive at least five seconds after the first action. The start and end times of the object involved are hence unknown at authoring-time. Since there is no temporal equality between the two events such as, "end event occurs exactly five seconds after start-event", both must have different symbols, C 1 and C 2 . As the scenario is rendered at run-time, the start time will become known when the user performs some action to initiate the object. Since the time it takes the user to respond is not known in advance, a different timeline (timeline(1)) which "clips" out the user delay is used to represent the result of this user action. Similarly, the object's end time only becomes known when the second user action takes place. From Figure 8 we may write the following: 
Minimum duration of a presentation = 5 sec

Duration of the actual presentation = 5 + _1 +_2
Note here that we are closer to active multimedia. Consider for example the following presentation: the user is presented with a graphic of a car. Embedded onto the presentation screen (actually, modeled in the scenario as a combination of a user-action (mouse click) and a region on the screen) are three hot spots: the hood, the door, and the background of the car. The user then has one of three options to choose from by clicking on one of the hot spots, or he/she may choose not to make a choice at all. Depending on the choice, either a text explaining the engine features of the car is rendered, a video clip along with an audio showing and explaining the interior of the car is rendered, or the car image disappears, respectively. If the user does not respond within a certain time frame the car image ceases to be rendered. If the user chooses the engine and gets the text object, he/she might then choose to listen to the sound of the engine by making a further interactive selection from the playback area; after the audio, the presentation ends. Figure 9a shows the enhanced temporal model representation of this scenario. Note that, since there is a temporal equality between the end events of "Text" and "Audio 2" objects and is determinate to be at the same time, both events have the same symbol C 4 . This point will be further explained in section 2.4. 
Image
. Choices representation in a Timeline-Tree model
Our timeline-tree model represents interactive scenarios using a tree-like structure. Figure 9b shows the tree corresponding to the interactive scenario in Figure 9a . The small circles are abstractions which represent "branches" where user-actions may change the course of the scenario. If choices are not made the current timeline simply plays itself out, otherwise the user may effectively traverse the timeline tree, viewing a "custom" presentation, depending on his/her choices. X's, on the other hand, represent possible ending points of the scenario.
Note that at most one choice, C i , will be selected at a time. Consequently, the presentation-flow will branch to timeline(i). Therefore, we define the timepath by the set of timelines the actual presentation follows. For example, if the user in the above scenario selected the hood of the car (C 1 ), the presentation-flow will branch from timeline(0) to timeline(1). Then, if he/she chose to listen to the sound of the engine (C 4 ) the presentation-flow will then branch to timeline(4) until the presentation finishes. The timepath as a result will be {0,1,4,X}. All possible timepath sets will start with timeline(0) and end with an X which refers to the end of the presentation. Therefore, equations 1 to 3 have to be changed to refer to a certain timepath set. 
The shortest duration over all the possible timepath sets could be found by examining the timeline tree:
Minimum duration = time 0 ( closest(X))
In the tree model, the circles represent the times that asynchronous events (corresponding to the symbols shown at the circle) become activated. Those events will be deactivated only when the presentation flow branches to another timeline.
Example
The following example, also used by [5] (but without the Logo Graphic), illustrates the use of different timelines. Figure 10 shows how an author can create a scenario with the following properties: any slide starts being rendered three seconds before its corresponding talk to allow a silence period to give viewers a first impression of the slide, after a talk is finished the current slide continues to be rendered until a viewer responds with some input. A graphic logo is also rendered for the whole duration of the scenario. Figure  10a shows the above scenario representation. The start event of Slide2 has a temporal equality with the end event of Slide1, as does Talk2; thus they all utilize the same symbol, namely C 1 . The end event of Slide 2, however, has a temporal inequality with its own start event (since it ends interactively), as do Slide1 and Slide3. Thus different symbols are utilized . 
Viewing a specific timeline and specific choice list, timeline(1) AND {C1}-i.e. "what media objects are initiated when action C1 is made?"
Furthermore, for complex documents that may involve many choices and many user interaction points, it is important to be able to select a subset of the scenario for inspection; for example a specific timeline and a specific set of choices may be inspected visually. Figure 12 , shows only media objects which are initiated by the action C 1 .
Related Work
Other work has illustrated a wide range of ways to represent temporal scenarios [4] [6] . In this section we examine six of these models.
The reason we adopt the concept of the Timeline temporal model is because, in our opinion, it is simple, graphical, and easy to grasp. This makes them attractive as an authoring tool, particularly to non-technical authors who do not wish to have to learn concepts of programming languages in order to, for example, author documents using scripts. However, the model is not flexible enough to include any indeterminism that results from, for example, user interactions.
In a petri-net model originally proposed in [7] , media intervals are represented by "places", relations by "transitions". As shown in Figure 13 , each of the basic point relations, 'before', 'simultaneous to', and 'after', can be modeled by a transition in conjunction with a delay place _. The delay place has a non-negative value which represents an idle time. If the delay is not known at authoring-time, temporal inequalities can be expressed, allowing user interactions. However, unlike the timeline model the graphical nature of the petri-net model can become complex and difficult to grasp when the document becomes relatively large. Figure 13 shows a possible petri-net representation of the scenario shown in Figure 1 .
•2
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•5 Figure 13 . Petri-net model for the scenario shown in Figure 1 .
The CMIFed multimedia authorer [6] is a tool which provides users with a novel graphical way of visualizing and representing multimedia scenarios. CMIFed offers the traditional timeline-type visualization, called the "channel-view", as shown in Figure 14 . Synchronizing media objects can be achieved by using CMIFed "sync-arcs". As shown in Figure 14 , sync-arcs synchronize the start of the audio track to the end of the logo graphic, as well as synchronizing the start of the video to the start of the audio. The hierarchy-view is a novel way of visualizing both the structure of the scenario and the synchronization information using nested boxes. Boxes that are placed top-to-bottom are executed in sequential order, while those placed in left-to-right order are executed in parallel. Buchanan and Zellweger, [1] , presented a powerful system, Fierfly, that supports and models synchronous as well as asynchronous behaviors. Each media object is modeled by two connected rectangular nodes representing start and end events. Any other event that would be used for synchronization (such as a frame in a video) is called an internal event and represented by a circular node that is placed between the start and end events. In Firefly, asynchronous events contained in a media item are represented by circular nodes that float above the start event. Finally, temporal equalities between events are represented by labeled edges connecting these events. However, in complex interactive documents, we feel that the model becomes hard to trace especially when many edges are labeled with time delays. Figure 15 shows the car example, depicted in Figure 10 , using Firefly temporal view. However, although the data structures in Firefly permit any event in a media item to activate or deactivate asynchronous events, the way to represent the lifetime and the activation time of an asynchronous event is not yet clear. Two questions may arise: "Are the four asynchronous events in the car image activated after the start event?", and, " What is the difference or relationship between 'No response' and 'Background' asynchronous event?" Therefore, the scenario representation shown in the figure is not complete. In other words, unlike our temporal model, the temporal relationships representations between the activation and deactivation of asynchronous events with other events are not supported in their temporal view. Wahl and Rothermel [5] have presented a high-level interval-based temporal model by defining powerful operators that include both temporal equalities and inequalities between events. Each operator is represented by a certain pattern of edges that are labeled with delay values. As before, in complex interactive documents, we see that scenario representations are hard to trace. In addition, although the operators they define can be applied to asynchronous events (whose start-times are not known in advance but exist in the actual presentation), the operators cannot be applied to those whose start-times may not exist at all in the actual presentation. For instance, Figure 10 shows a slide show example taken from [5] in which every event will definitely occur.
In [8] , multimedia documents are automatically presented based on parsing and translation. Grammarrules map content to the look-and-feel of a spatially and temporally layed-out document. Our system does not address spatial layout but neither does [8] address user interaction with an active document as opposed to a hypermedia (store and forward) document, as ours does. Also our system is concerned mainly with scenarios which are interactive and thus allow more than one temporal play-back while [8] mainly addresses documents with alternate spatial layouts.
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed new ways of using the traditional timeline model to create active multimedia presentations. Our research had two phases; in the first phase we modeled the user-interaction with the document as a media type with an associated data structure which completely described the interaction, and we represented the interactive scenario as a basic tree of timelines. In the next phase we focused on giving the timeline representation itself more functionality by changing the look and semantics of the media objects placed on the timeline. Media objects whose start and end times were dependent on some user-interaction (and hence could not be placed on the traditional timeline) were distinguished both geometrically (by the rectangle with bent end-edges) and textually (by the text marker placed on the object itself).
We feel that modeling scenarios using our timeline approach is superior to doing so using the traditional timeline since we can model fully interactive, transparent user-interactions with the scenario. Thus a much
